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EDU365 School E-Insight Dashboards
Get the complete picture of your school or academy group

E-Insight enables you to track progress over time for a range of key metrics and indicators, such as
the whole school, specific year groups, specific classes and subjects or individual students. Users can
move between these views and drill down effortlessly, switching the scope of the data that they are
seeing with just a click of a button.
Want to see last terms data or last academic year? No problem! With just a couple of intuitive clicks
you can view the information that you want to see, without hunting around for it
E-Insight gives you the data that you need at your fingertips. No more chasing staff for a report or for
an update on a student, class or year group. No need to spend time creating reports and updates for
staff meetings, department meetings and student review meetings. E-Insight is every report you need
and it is always ready and available to share for analysis, in meetings and reviews

Government, Academies & Other Multi-School Environments
E-Insight Multi-School Edition is designed
for Education Ministries, Local Authorities
and MAT’s / Academy Groups who want to
see the overall performance and status
across all of their schools.
The aggregated view gives a clear illustration
of group progress and performance and
enables effective analysis of the strengths
and weaknesses of both the whole group
and individual schools.
The aggregated view can facilitate the sharing of good practice, helping to guide targeted support and
interventions across the group of schools.
The Dashboards enable the leadership team to gain a ‘big picture’ insight into and around the
performance of all their schools, whilst also enabling easy drilling down. Individual school leaders can
then see the performance indicators and key metrics related to their school
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EDU365 School E-Insight Dashboards
Individual members of staff and other stakeholders will need to see different sets of data and
relevant key metrics. The E-Insight Dashboards can be configured to show only the data that is
required for that member of staff and for their defined role.

School Management

Senior Leaders can have an aggregated overview of whole school
performance in a variety of key indicators, without spending time
searching for the information, creating reports and extracting this
data. The E-Insight Dashboard is always ready and is constantly
updated to provide the latest information. The Dashboard even
shows alerts and early warnings of negative changes in school
performance, through the ‘traffic light’ coding.

Head of Year

Heads of Year will be able to see only the information that is key
for their year group. They can use the E-Insight Portal to monitor
progress and investigate trends and patterns to guide
interventions and support.

Head of Department

Heads of Departments will be able to see the information that is
relevant for their department and the staff and students within
the department, without having to create complicated and timeconsuming reports.

Teacher

Teachers will be able to see the data about their classes and
students that they teach, without the need to filter and search
through all the other students in the school.

Admin Staff

Staff can select from a variety of metrics and views. Role level
access ensures that the right people see the right data at the right
time. They can instantly view the headline data that’s most
important to them, without having to search for it or create
another report.
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E-Insight enables you to monitor the
consistency of your data collection, so that you
can be confident that the information you are
being presented with is of the highest quality,
valid and up to-date.
✓ Check and monitor that you have accurate
information within the system and identify
quickly where the gaps are, so that these can
be addressed
✓ Check and monitor that information is being
entered in the right way, in the right place
and at the right time
✓ Check and monitor that you are collecting all
the information needed, to ensure that you
can use it effectively for problem solving and
data driven decision making, ensuring sound
judgements on school and student progress
and improvement

Why go hunting for data
when it can be delivered
& presented so easily?

Summary
With just a couple of clicks, E-Insight enables you
to monitor and investigate your data as never
before. Evaluate and analyse data from a school
group level, all the way down to an individual
student.
You can get the data you want, presented the way
you need it, to support well-informed and timely
decisions that drive school improvement.
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